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Paper 58

ROTORCRAFT SAFETY: A SIMULATOR-BASED TRAINING PERSPECTIVE

Paolo F. Scaramuzzino1,2, Marilena D. Pavel1, Daan M. Pool1, Olaf Stroosma1,Giuseppe Quaranta2, and Max Mulder1
1Delft University of Technology (The Netherlands){p.f.scaramuzzino, m.d.pavel, d.m.pool, o.stroosma, m.mulder}@tudelft.nl

2Politecnico di Milano (Italy){paolofrancesco.scaramuzzino, giuseppe.quaranta}@polimi.it

AbstractTraining has the potential to inject a “safety vaccination” into the rotorcraft community by reducing thenumber of accidents. The term training should not be intended only in a strict sense, i.e., as pilot tech-nical skills training, but more broadly as risk avoidance and safety culture training. As in the case of vac-cination, where immunity is created only when applied on a large scale, helicopter accidents will not beeradicated until every player in the rotorcraft community is involved in the safety enhancement process.In particular, as outlined by accident and safety reports, a reduction in the helicopter accident rate can-not be accomplished disregarding pilots’ training and the contribution that flight simulators can provideto both training and certification. This paper provides an overview of the research into simulator trainingfor helicopter pilots conducted as part of the European Joint Doctorate NITROS (Network for InnovativeTraining on Rotorcraft Safety). An approach that requires an in-depth analysis of the actual training task isadopted for two different maneuvers, namely hover and autorotation. This approach enables the trainingdeveloper to understand what are the aspects of the actual training situation that should be reproducedin the simulated training situation to avoid ineffective training and negative transfer of skills. Moreover,such an approach allows to identify differences in terms of requirements between the training of basic andadvanced maneuvers and between initial and recurrent training. The results of three different pilot-in-the-loop experiments, performed to explicitly confirm the effectiveness of developed training programs andto understand whether certain elements of the simulation can foster the development of superior flyingskills, are summarized in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the first studies on helicopters date backto Leonardo da Vinci’s “airscrew” in 1493, well in ad-vance of the first fixed-wing airplanes, the first suc-cessful helicopter design, the VS-300, upon whichconventional helicopters are currently based, wasconceived by Sikorsky in 1939, more than 30 yearslater than the Wright Flyer1.
Copyright Statement
The authors confirm that they, and/or their company or or-ganization, hold copyright on all of the original material in-cluded in this paper. The authors also confirm that they haveobtained permission, from the copyright holder of any thirdparty material included in this paper, to publish it as part oftheir paper. The authors confirm that they give permission,or have obtained permission from the copyright holder ofthis paper, for the publication and distribution of this pa-per as part of the ERF proceedings or as individual offprintsfrom the proceedings and for inclusion in a freely accessibleweb-based repository.

The outward clumsiness and lack of clean and el-egant lines of a helicopter, which may result in theappearance of a “flying brick” to the layman’s eye,is compensated by a remarkable versatility, which isthe source of its widespread application. Indeed, he-licopters have become an essential means of trans-port and have provided invaluable help in both civiland military contexts, such as air ambulances andsearch and rescue.The 30 years delay with respect to fixed-wingaircraft development, the problems posed by heli-copters in terms of aerodynamics, engineering, sta-bility and vibrational control and the hostile oper-ational environment in which they are usually in-volved are the root causes of the higher accidentrate for rotary-wing aircraft compared to airplanes.This negative historical trend led also to a negativepublic perception of helicopter flight safety.To revert this trend, many rotorcraft safety initia-tives were launched since 2005, starting from theInternational Helicopter Safety Team (IHST), which
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was based on the Commercial Aviation Safety Team(CAST) model2. The CAST revealed itself to be verysuccessful in reducing the number of accidents oc-curring in commercial aviation. However, that wasa relatively easy task, because all of the opera-tors involved in commercial aviation are well orga-nized companies with safety management systemsalready in place. A different situation is being facedby the IHST, which is dealing with every type of he-licopter operations. Therefore, there is a need tocommunicate not only with commercial operators(e.g., passengers carrier, offshore, aerial work, etc.),but also with non-commercial operators, such as pi-lot training schools and private pilots.It is clear that a safety enhancement is possi-ble only through a partnership between the author-ities and the rotorcraft community and industry.Thus, not only the rule-makers and themanufactur-ers, but also the operators, the private pilots, theresearch institutes, and the universities should bekept in the loop.Although still far away from the zero (fatal) acci-dents target, as called for by Harris3 in 2007, all therotorcraft safety initiatives are helping to develop aproactive approach to enable an early solution to ac-cident causes that are not clear yet. Therefore, theEuropean Joint Doctorate NITROS (Network for In-novative Training on Rotorcraft Safety) project (Fig.1) focused directly on improving rotorcraft safety bytraining Early Stage Researchers (ESR) to develop amindset based on design for safety and use it totackle critical aspects of rotorcraft design. As partof the NITROS project, the research presented inthis paper has been performed by ESR 12 and con-cerns simulator training for helicopter pilots, whichwas identified by safety reports as one of the mostcrucial interventions to reduce helicopter accidentrates4–7.The value of flight simulation in pilot training isunquestionable. The development of flight trainingdevices enables trainees to conduct a significantpart of flying training on the ground, with conse-quent benefits in terms of safety and costs.The advent of analogue computing and the sub-sequent onset of digital computers led to a signif-icant improvement in the fidelity of flight modelsthat can be run in real-time8. Advances in motionand visual systems were also possible thanks to thegrowth in computational power and the decrease ofelectronic components size8.The simulation industry has always been drivenby improved realism. Indeed, the use of sophis-ticated and advanced technologies makes a flightsimulator more attractive to be procured9. How-ever, this approach is leading to flight simulatorsthat are almost as complex and expensive as the air-

craft they should replace. Furthermore, flight simu-lators that are mainly based on a technology-pushprocess sometimes are not fit for the specific train-ing purpose9.Therefore, the needs of the specific training taskshould always cover a prominent role with respectto simulator complexity during the development ofa training program10. The training developer mustunderstand what characteristics of the task mustbe emphasized in order to train someone to per-form that task9,11. This is often achieved through in-terviews to subject matter experts (persons famil-iar with the type of tasks to be trained) to deter-mine how the training system and associated train-ingmedia should be configured tomeet the require-ments11.The specification of trainingmedia characteristicsis often referred to as the “fidelity question”11. Essen-tially, the fidelity question asks how similar to theactual task situation a training situation must be toprovide efficient and effective training. A conceptualbridge is necessary to link the actual task require-ments to the characteristics of the training system,which will never replicate the actual aircraft exactly.Not tomention the inevitable differences in psycho-logical factors that come with training in an intrinsi-cally safe environment for situations that could belethal in the real operation.This paper provides an overview of NITROS ESR12’s research, which was conducted to investigateprocedures to prevent or alleviate the occurrenceof flight simulator negative transfer of training.Two different training tasks, hover and autorota-tion, were considered to address the needs deriv-ing fromboth initial and recurrent pilot training. Theresearch was initially devoted to analyze the hovermaneuver and a first study12 was performed to as-sess the effectiveness of a part-task training for ini-tial hover training in flight simulators, and to betterunderstand to what extent the low-level hover skillsdeveloped by task-naïve learners on a low-fidelitysimulator are effectively transferred to a more re-alistic simulation environment.The attention was then shifted towards the anal-ysis of the autotorationmaneuver13 and two exper-iments14,15 were conducted to determine whethercertain dynamics may lead to the development ofa more robust control behavior that can be easilyadapted to different system dynamics, thus leadingto substantial benefits during autorotation training.An overview of the results of these studies will beprovided in the next sections according to the fol-lowing structure. First, an in-depth analysis of theneeds of each training task is performed and a train-ing program is developed accordingly (Sec. 2.1 and2.2). Then, pilot-in-the-loop experiments are con-
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Figure 1: NITROS (Network for Innovative Training on Rotorcraft Safety) universities network.

ducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the trainingdesigned for each task (Sec. 3). Finally, limitations ofcurrent flight simulators are analyzed in the light ofthe results obtained in the experiments and adviceis given on techniques to avoid unrealistic trainingor, at least minimize, the chance of negative trans-fer (Sec. 4).
2. ANALYSIS OF THE TRAINING TASKS

Hundreds of accidents investigation reports havebeen analyzed by the helicopter safety teams4–7with the purpose of identifying safety issues andsuggestions for safety enhancement. To achieve thisgoal, they adapted the process used successfullyby the Commercial Aviation Safety Team (CAST) tomake it consistent with characteristics and potentiallimitations present in helicopter data2.The analyses carried out by the U.S. Joint Heli-copter Safety Analysis Team (JHSAT)4,5 and the Eu-ropean Helicopter Safety Analysis Team (EHSAT)6,7both highlight the same issues of concern and thesame improvement actions.Most of the accidents inthe data set were the result of pilot-related factors,such as pilot judgement and actions, ground du-ties and pilot situational awareness (Fig. 2). For thisreason, recommendations to prevent accidents arepredominantly related to the Training/Instructionand Safety Management interventions (Fig. 3).An examination of Intervention Recommenda-

tions at the Level 3 details more specific recommen-dations for a specific Level 1 group. This is done inFig. 4 for the Training/Instructional category, whichshows the top 10 Level 3 Intervention Recommen-dations for this category according to the analysisconducted by the U.S. JHSAT4,5. It is worth mention-ing that the top 10 Level 3 Training/Instructional In-tervention Recommendations are also enumeratedamong the top 20 overall Intervention Recommen-dations. Fig. 4 enables us to understand what arethe training aspects that still need to be consoli-dated. The development of a standardized trainingprogram for autorotation and emergency aircrafthandling, as well as the improvement of simula-tor training for basic and advanced maneuvers, aretherefore essential to enhancing helicopter safety.For this reason, two different tasks have been an-alyzed in this research: hover and autorotation. Inthis way, it is possible to gain insight into the dif-ferences in terms of training requirements for basicand advanced maneuvers and for initial and recur-rent training.
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U.S. JHSAT 4,5 (523 accidents) EHSAT 6 (325 accidents)
EHSAT 7 (162 accidents)
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Figure 2: Percentage of analyzed accidents whereLevel 1 Standard Problem Statements was assignedat least once4–7.

U.S. JHSAT 4,5 (523 accidents) EHSAT 6,7 (487 accidents)
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Figure 3: Percentage of analyzed accidents whereLevel 1 Intervention Recommendations was as-signed at least once4–7.
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Figure 4: Top 10 Level 3 Training/Instructional Inter-vention Recommendations4,5 (523 accidents).
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2.1. Basic Maneuver: Hover

The ability to hover is themain capability that differ-entiates helicopters from fixed-wing aircraft. It is abasic flight maneuver and, as such, it is essential forhelicopter pilots tomaster it. Therefore, hover is thefirst maneuver that student pilots learn to perform.Instructor pilots usually teach this task by dividing itin sub-tasks and taking advantage of the dual flightcontrols. The foundations of this “part-task” teach-ing method lie in cognitive psychology. In particu-lar, Sweller developed an instructional design the-ory, called Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), that reflectsthe way humans process information16,17.Cognitive Load Theory provides a basis for pre-dicting that training strategies reducing the intrin-sic load of a task during training enable more re-sources to be devoted to learning18. Two closely re-lated strategies that accomplish this goal, either bysimplifying tasks in early training trials or by divid-ing tasks in parts, are increasing difficulty (ID) andpart-task training (PTT), respectively.Task-naïve learners benefit more from load-reducing strategies during the training process thanexperienced learners do. For this reason, a part-tasktraining for initial hover training in flight simulatorswas developed at the Max Planck Institute for Bio-logical Cybernetics19, after consultation with an in-structor pilot. This part-task training proved to beeffective in a number of quasi- and true-transfer-of-training experiments20,21 and consists of a se-quence of five tasks characterized by an increasinglevel of difficulty and intended to teach the role ofeach flight control with a step-by-step approach. Toachieve this goal, an autopilot basedonoptimal con-trol theory was designed22,23. This autopilot mimicsthe behavior of an instructor pilot sitting next to hisstudent and acting on the dual controls to help him.Specifically, the five tasks were defined as follows:
1. Left/Right Hovering Turn (Fig. 5a). In this task, thestudent pilot controls only the pedals. All theother axes are controlled by the autopilot. Thismaneuver starts in a stabilized hover at an alti-tude of 25 ft (≈ 7.5m) in front of a hover board,placed 360 ft (≈ 110m) in front of the start-ing position. The target is oriented 90° to theleft and identified by an equally distant hoverboard. After reaching the target, the heading isto be maintained for 10 seconds. This maneu-ver is then to be repeated referring to a targetoriented 90° to the right.
2. Up/Down Vertical Repositioning (Fig. 5b). In thistask, the student pilot controls only the col-lective. All the other axes are controlled by

the autopilot. This maneuver starts in a stabi-lized hover at an altitude of 25 ft (≈ 7.5m) infront of a hover board, placed 300 ft (≈ 90m)in front of the starting position. Additionally,a blue sphere is placed half way between thestarting position and the hover board to aid thestudent pilot in maintaining the correct verticalposition. The target is placed 50 ft (≈ 15.25m)above the starting position and identified byequally distant hover board. After reaching thetarget, the altitude is to be maintained for 10seconds. This maneuver is then to be repeatedin the opposite direction, starting in a stabilizedhover at an altitude of 75 ft (≈ 22.75m).
3. Up/Down Vertical Repositioning and HeadingHold (Fig. 5b). This maneuver is analogous tothe previous one. However, in this case the stu-dent pilots need to control also the pedals andto compensate the couplings related to the useof the collective lever. All the other axes arecontrolled by the autopilot.
4. Cyclic Control Hover (Fig. 5c). This maneuverstarts in a stabilized hover at an altitude of
25 ft (≈ 7.5m) in front of a hover board, placed
360 ft (≈ 110m) in front of the starting posi-tion. The student pilots control only the cyclicstick and their objective is to maintain the heli-copter in hover for30 sminimizing position andheading error. All the other axes are controlledby the autopilot.

5. Full Control Hover (Fig. 5c). This maneuver isanalogous to the previous one. However, in thiscase the student pilots need to control also thepedals and the collective. Therefore, the au-topilot is disengaged.
This training program was used in a quasi-transfer-of-training experiment12, that was con-ducted as part of NITROS ESR 12 research and thatis described in detail in Section 3.1.
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Figure 5: Hover part-task training program12,19–21.
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2.2. Advanced Maneuver: Autorotation

Another critical training scenario is represented byautorotation, which is a technique used by heli-copter pilots to reach the closest suitable landingsite in the event of partial or total power failure.Whether due to an actual emergency or duringthe training for such an event, autorotations oftenresult in an accident in which the pilot fails to per-form the maneuver correctly4–7. To minimize risksduring practice autorotations and to make trainingas effective as possible, it is necessary to developa standardized training program for autorotation.Furthermore, to reduce the burden on the instruc-tor, the student should learn the basics of maintain-ing/controlling the airspeed and the rotor RPM be-fore practicing autorotation. This can be achievedthrough a number of exercises that are preparatoryfor autorotation24:
• Engine deceleration checks: to avoid that a prac-tice engine failure becomes a real one, it is es-sential to check that the throttle and fuel con-trol are going to respond correctlywhen the en-gine is put to idle.
• Rotor RPM decay rates: the instructor will showhow different power/collective settings affectthe rate of decay of rotor RPM once the engineis disengaged.
• Attitude on the ground and in hover: the instruc-tor will show these two different pitch attitudesby pointing out where the horizon crosses thewindshield central pillar with respect to a con-venient rivet or any other reference point onthe deck, as these two cues will be used at theend of the flare.
• Counting down to touchdown: the student willlearn to sense the position of the skids with re-spect to the ground.
• Hover engine failures: the student will learn to:

– First stop the lateral drift due to the reduc-tion of the tail rotor effectiveness to avoidtip over when touching the ground.
– Stop the yaw. There is no need to returnto the original heading.
– Cushion the touchdown: try at first from avery low height to help the student judgecollective lever application.

• Running landings with power at slow forwardspeed: the instructor will teach the student notto lower the collective until the forwardmotionhas stopped.

• Hover taxi engine failures: this task is similar tohover engine failures.
• Quick stops: they duplicate most of the flarepart of the autorotation quite well and they arean excellent coordination exercise for begin-ners.
• Steady descent in autorotation: the instructorwill teach the student the basics of maintain-ing/controlling the airspeed and the rotor RPMby simulating an engine failure at a higher-than-normal altitude.
• Entry to autorotation: the student will learn thesymptoms of an engine failure and the correctreactions to be able to respond instinctively.
• Flare: the student will learn to stop the rate ofdescent and reduce the airspeed.
• Power recovery or Touchdown: A power recoveryautorotation terminates in a hover as opposedto landing without power. This is always pos-sible in a training situation, because the enginefailure is not real, but simulated by disengagingthe rotor shaft from the power shaft by meansof a clutch with the engine in an idle state.
Autorotations to touchdown are seldom prac-ticed during civil in-flight training, due to the highrisks involved in the touchdown part of the ma-neuver. In the best case scenario, poorly executedautorotations during in-flight training may damagethe helicopter. For this and other reasons, such asavoiding wearing out the skids, many flight schoolsprefer to teach only autorotations with a power re-covery.However, to avoid unrealistic practice from theflare to the touchdown, the maneuver should notterminate with a power recovery25. This is true es-pecially for helicopters with free turbine engines,i.e., engines in which the power turbine is not me-chanically linked to the compressor turbine. For thistype of engine, the power turbine extracts powerfrom the the exhaust stream of the compressor tur-bine. This means that even in ground idle setting,the engine is still burning fuel to keep the compres-sor turning and its hot exhaust gases are impingingon the power turbine, resulting in a residual turbineoutput power. If the turbine and rotor tachometerneedles are split, then because of the free-wheelingunit, no power is being transmitted to the rotor sys-tem. However, in the event of low rotor speed, thetwo needles are joined and some power will still betransmitted, resulting in an unrealistic practice, be-cause the helicopter appears lighter than it really isand the rotor system appears to have less drag than
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it really has and more inertia during the final flare.When the pilot is exposed to a real power-out sit-uation for the first time, the apparent loss in rotorperformance can cause dramatic consequences.This demonstrates the importance for the pi-lots to train with helicopters with different handlingcharacteristics (e.g., different rates of descent, size,weight, rotor inertia, agile/sluggish dynamics) to beprepared for the unexpected, because the variety ofconditions that pilots may face during emergenciesrequires experience and judgment in order to reactpromptly and avoid the many possible errors.For this reason, helicopter dynamics was chosenas the independent variable in two quasi-transfer-of-training experiments14,15, that were conductedas part of NITROS ESR 12’s research (see Section3.2).
3. PILOT-IN-THE-LOOP EXPERIMENTS

Transfer-of-Training (ToT) experiments are one ofthe few available techniques that can be used to ex-plicitly measure simulator training effectiveness26.Quasi-transfer studies, also known as Simulator-to-Simulator Transfer experiments, employ taskswhere participants alternate between different sim-ulators or where some change in task or configu-ration is performed in the same simulated environ-ment. In contrast, real-flight-transfer studies investi-gate whether certain skills can be acquired in a sim-ulator and successfully transferred to actual flight.Three quasi-transfer-of-training experimentshave been conducted to examine the relevanceof the “theoretical” analyses of the training taskspresented in Section 2. The results of these experi-ments are presented in the following sections.
3.1. Effectiveness of a Computer-Based

Helicopter Trainer for Initial Hover
Training

A quasi-transfer-of-training experiment was con-ducted at the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cy-bernetics to assess the effectiveness of the hovertraining program introduced in Section 2.1 andto better understand to what extent the low-levelhover skills developed on a low-fidelity simulatorare effectively transferred to a more realistic simu-lation environment12.Twenty-four subjects with no prior flight experi-ence, neither in actual helicopters nor in simula-tors, were trained to perform the hover maneuvercontrolling an identified model of a Robinson R44civil light helicopter27,28. Theywere divided over twogroups. The first group (the “experimental” group)

was trained in a desktop trainer, referred to as Com-puter Based Trainer (CBT) (Fig. 6a), and then trans-ferred to a high-fidelity simulator, the CyberMotionSimulator (CMS) (Fig. 6b). The second group (the“control” group) received the entire training in theCMS (Fig. 6b).The experiment was divided into three phases(Familiarization, Training and Evaluation) and wascarried out on two different days, as shown in Tab.1. In total, each participant was trained in the simu-lators for approximately 3 hours. The analysis of theresults focused only on the Training and the Evalu-ation/Transfer phases and is based on several met-rics, such as the number of completed trials in eachphase and the average root mean squared (RMS)position error with respect to the target hover po-sition, heading error and linear velocity error.Fig. 7 shows the absolute and relative numbersof completed trials by participants of both groupsin each phase. The individual data points for eachbox plot are shown next to it (filled circle markers),together with the mean value (diamond marker). Itwas found that the experimental group (CBT) hada higher success rate than the control group (CMS)during the training phase, with an average num-ber of completed trials that is almost twice as high.This marked difference disappears in the evalua-tion phase, where performance of the CBT group re-mains almost unchanged. In the last session of theexperiment, participants of both groups were ableto stabilize the helicopter model in the CMS, on av-erage, in 60% of the runs, suggesting the effective-ness of the training program.The dramatically smaller number of completedruns for the CMS group during the training phasewas, in hindsight, related to the stricter safety limitsin the CMS. Furthermore, some of the participantsin the CMS group may have been overwhelmed bythe CMS, which is characterized by a high vibrationlevel and by a small cabin equipped with a large FOVprojection screen.According to the conducted statistical tests, theCBT group significantly improved its performancefrom the training phase to the evaluation phase forevery considered performance metric, except forthe vertical position score and the heading score.No significant differences were found betweenthe two phases for the CMS group. The participantsof this groupwere not able to stabilize the helicopterin a large number of trials during the training phase.During the evaluation phase, they reached a level ofperformance close to that shownby the participantswho were able to complete the task throughout thetraining phase.At the end of the experiment, the two groupsachieved equivalent performance. Indeed, the data
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(a) The Max Planck Institute Computer Based Trainer(CBT). (b) The Max Planck Institute CyberMotion Simulator(CMS)29.
Figure 6: Flight simulators used in the experiment: the Computer Based Trainer (a), and the CyberMotionSimulator (b).

Table 1: Hover experiment phases12.
Phase Experimental group Control group Duration

Familiarization (Day 1) Instructions session Instructions session 15 minutes
Part-task training in the CBT Part-task training in the CMS 1 hour and 45 minutes

Training (Day 1) Hover with all controls in theCBT Hover with all controls in theCMS 30 trials of 30 seconds each
Evaluation/Transfer (Day 2) Hover with all controls in theCMS Hover with all controls in theCMS 30 trials of 30 seconds each

CBT group CMS group Outlier Sample Mean

Training Evaluation
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Figure 7: Distribution of the percent number of com-pleted trials by participants of both groups in eachphase12.

of the two groups were not statistically different inany phase of the experiment. Overall, this findingssuggest that desktop trainers may be a valid alter-

native to high-fidelity simulators not only for instru-ment and navigation training, but also for the train-ing of low-level flying skills, if supported by a suitabletraining program.
3.2. Effects of Helicopter Dynamics on

Autorotation Transfer of Training

For amaneuver that requires a combination of rule-based and skill-based control behaviors30, such asautorotation, training involves pilots’ intimate famil-iarization with the inherent dynamics and handlingqualities of the aircraft they are dealing with. Differ-ent handling characteristicsmayput a different levelof workload on the pilot to accomplish the task. Asa consequence, pilots will need to adjust their con-trol strategy based on the helicopter dynamics theycontrol.The two quasi-transfer-of-training experi-ments14,15 described in this sectionwere conductedin the SIMONA Research Simulator (Fig. 8) at DelftUniversity of Technology to understand whethercertain types of dynamics can better prepare pilotsto the variety of conditions that they may faceduring emergencies and provide them with a morerobust and flexible control strategy that should
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prevent them from committing many possibleerrors.

Figure 8: The SIMONA Research Simulator at DelftUniversity of Technology31.
The basis for these experiments was set by a pre-vious study by the authors13, conducted also aspart of NITROS ESR 12 research. This study showedthat the introduction of the rotor speed degree-of-freedom in the helicopter’s equation of motion tosimulate autorotation, considerably affects the sta-bility characteristics of the helicopter, thus requir-ing a different control strategy by the pilot than inlevel flight. Furthermore, the effect of variations inthe autorotative flare index 32 on helicopter dynam-ics stability were investigated, showing that autoro-tation should not be considered only as an energymanagement task, as the definition of the autorota-tive flare index suggests. Indeed, high values of theindex may also lead to degraded stability character-istics and hence a possibly more difficult autorota-tion.From the wide range of helicopter configurationsstudied in Ref. 13, two of them proved to be consid-erably different in terms of handling qualities dur-ing a pre-experiment with a test pilot14 and wereselected for the two experiments described in thissection14,15. The two configurations are character-ized by a different autorotative index and a differentlevel of intervention required by the pilot: “hard”,with high pilot compensation required, and “easy”,with low compensation required.In both experiments, two groups of experiencedpilots tested the two types of dynamics in a differ-ent training sequence: hard-easy-hard (HEH group)and easy-hard-easy (EHE group) (Tab. 2). Pilots hadto perform a straight-in autorotationmaneuver (Fig.9), controlling a non-linear and generic helicoptermodel with quasi-steady flapping dynamics33. Thetwo experiments were very similar, but in thefirst14 a four degrees-of-freedom (3-DOF longitudi-nal rigid-body dynamics plus rotorspeed DOF) heli-

copter model was considered, whereas in the sec-ond one15 a seven degrees-of-freedom helicoptermodel (6-DOF rigid-body dynamics plus rotorspeedDOF) was used.The outcome of these experiments confirm pre-vious experimental evidence that showed positivetransfer of skills from agile (hard case, where highcompensation is required by the pilot) to inert (easycase, where low intervention is required by the pilot)dynamics, but not the opposite for a different train-ing task34. Indeed, in both our experiments, bothgroups of participants exhibit a decrease in the rateof descent at touchdown from the hard to the easydynamics, but not after a transition from the easy tothe hard dynamics (Fig. 10).In both experiments, the hard helicopter dynam-ics seem to foster the development of more robustand flexible flying skills. Indeed, participants of theHEH group adopted, from the start of the experi-ment, a control strategy similar to the one used inreal helicopters, as opposed to the participants ofthe EHE group, who tend to underestimate the alti-tude during the first two phases of the experiment,thus preempting the cushion. This sometimes re-sults in a balloon landing (the helicopter gains al-titude before touchdown), causing the rotor speedto drop down and the consequent loss of collectiveeffectiveness is counteracted by starting a secondflare.Since the final part of the autorotation is mainly alongitudinal maneuver, the use of a 3-DOF symmet-rical helicopter model adopted in the first study14allows the collection of accurate experimental datain terms of pilots’ performance at touchdown (Fig.10) and control strategy. This is also confirmed bythe fact that the participants of both groups suc-ceeded in attaining desired performance at touch-down in the lateral-directional metrics almost in ev-ery run of each phase. However, the 3-DOF symmet-rical helicopter model case fails in providing suffi-cient visual andmotion cues to recognize the occur-rence of the engine failure, due to the missing ini-tial yaw in the direction of the rotor angular speedthat follows a power failure. This is proven by thefact that the average reaction time of the partici-pants of the first study14 (≈ 0.6s ) is approximatelytwice as high as that of the participants of the sec-ond study15 (≈ 0.3s ).
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Table 2: Autorotation experiment phases14,15.

Phase HEH group EHE group
Duration(no. of autorotativelandings) Motion

Familiarization Hard helicopter dynamics Easy helicopter dynamics 3 Off
Training Hard helicopter dynamics Easy helicopter dynamics 15 On
Transfer Easy helicopter dynamics Hard helicopter dynamics 15 On
Back-Transfer Hard helicopter dynamics Easy helicopter dynamics 15 On

1000 ft
hf l hrot hcush

∆treac

Failure Reaction SteadyDescent Flare RotationCushionTouchdown

(a) Side view.
3281 ft (1000 m)

(b) Top view.
Figure 9: Suggested course for straight-in autorotation maneuver14,15.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the average rate of descent at touchdown between the two experiments14,15.
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4. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

The ever growing realm of helicopters’ applicationsis related to helicopters’ unique freedom of move-ment: they can hover, fly forward, sideways, back-ward, land and take-off vertically. Thus, they canaccess places otherwise inaccessible by any othermean of transportation. However, such versatilitymakes them intrinsically unstable and difficult tocontrol, leading to a large chance of accidents dur-ing flight, which is partially due to the challeng-ing applications in which helicopters are usuallyemployed (e.g., offshore support, Helicopter Emer-gencyMedical Services (HEMS), corporate/VIP trans-port, Search and Rescue (SAR), military operations,etc.). Indeed, such applications entail hostile en-vironments and adverse environmental conditions(e.g., proximity to obstacles, Nap-of-the-Earth (NoE),low visibility, turbulence, etc.). Achieving the capabil-ity to operate helicopters safely in day/night and allweather conditions is the natural evolution of theircurrent use. However, this safety enhancement can-not be accomplished disregarding pilots’ trainingand the contribution that can be provided by flightsimulators to both pilot training and certification.Indeed in-flight training is expensive and poten-tially dangerous, therefore simulator-based trainingis the only viable alternative to enable pilots to ex-tensively practice hazardous scenarios, such as en-gine failures. In this way, pilots can be prepared tothe variety of conditions that they may face duringemergencies, which requires experience and judg-ment in order to react promptly and avoid themanypossible errors. Especially for rotorcraft, simulatorusage has the potential to substantially reduce costsand risks. However, to avoid unrealistic training andnegative transfer of skills when similar situationsare encountered during actual flight, there is theneed to bridge the gap between simulator scenar-ios and reality for edge-of-the-envelope flight.The research presented in this paper was con-ducted as part of the European Joint Doctorate NI-TROS (Network for Innovative Training on RotorcraftSafety) project and set out to investigate proceduresto prevent or alleviate the occurrence of flight sim-ulator negative transfer of training. Two differenttraining tasks, hover and autorotation, were consid-ered to address the needs deriving from both ini-tial and recurrent pilot training. An approach thatrequires an in-depth analysis of the actual train-ing task is adopted for both maneuvers to iden-tify the essential aspects that need to be replicatedin the simulator. Quasi-transfer-of-training experi-ments are then conducted to either confirm the ef-fectiveness of the developed training program or toidentify elements of the simulation that can better

prepare pilots for the unexpected.The outcome of this research yielded a number ofkey conclusions and recommendations concerningsimulator training of helicopter pilots:
1. According to current regulations on Flight Sim-ulator Training Devices, the ability of a flightsimulator to replace or complement in-flighttraining is ascribed to a qualification proce-dure. The qualification requirements are verystrict and concern both hardware (e.g., vi-sual, motion, and control loading systems, etc.)and software (e.g., flight mechanics model ofthe helicopter, motion cueing algorithms, etc.)components. This process leads to highly so-phisticated, complex and expensive devices,thatmay bemore attractive to be procured, butsometimes are not fit for the specific trainingpurpose. However, no emphasis is given on thetraining program (e.g., the structure and the fo-cus should be adapted based on trainee’s flightexperience and on the difficulty of the task),which, on the contrary, should cover a promi-nent role with respect to simulator fidelity, es-pecially during ab initio training.
2. The minimum standards for training qualifica-tion that a flight simulator should comply withdepend upon the type of training demanded(ab initio and refresher training, type ratingtrainingwith limited checking/testing capabilityor proficiency checks and skill tests). Likewise,also the training program needs to be tailoredto the audience/trainees needs. For instance,higher-skilled learners (experienced subjects)benefit less from any load-reducing strategiesduring the training process than task-naïvelearners (inexperienced subjects) do. Consis-tent with earlier work19–21, the experiment oninitial hover training showed indeed that a part-task training program is beneficial for traineeswith no prior flight experience neither in actualhelicopters nor in simulators, as they are ableto stabilize the helicopter model after threehours of simulator training.
3. The two experiments on autorotation showedthat pilots trained in high resource demandingconditions develop amore robust control tech-nique, that can be easily adjusted according tothe helicopter handling characteristics, after ashort adaptation phase. This may result in abetter capability to handle emergencies like en-gine failures in the real world, where the ac-tual situation may easily divert from the train-ing scenario, because they can quickly adapt
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to unexpected conditions. The current simu-lator training syllabus for autorotation shouldbe updated to include several configurationswith different handling characteristics, whichcan be obtained for example considering dif-ferent models of the same helicopter family,to give to the trainee the opportunity to famil-iarize with helicopters with different sizes, dy-namics and “feel”. This can help inexperiencedpilots to better understand that autorotationis not a “by-the-numbers” procedure and thatadaptability and judgement of the pilot shouldalways cover a prominent role in the accom-plishment of the task.
4. Accident reports pointed out that the develop-ment of a standardized training program forautorotation and emergency aircraft handlingis essential to enhance helicopter safety. Dueto time and resource constraints, the effec-tiveness of the autorotation training programpresented in Sec. 2.2 could not be assessed.However, the results of the two experimentsabout autorotation are promising and repre-sent a solid foundation to further extend them,by conducting a new experiment with studentpilots to obtain more evidence for the findingspresented in Sec. 3.2, which are based on ex-perienced helicopter pilots, and to further de-velop the proposed training program towardsa new standard.
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